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I. Executive Summary 41 

During the first year of the Northern Tier Transmission Group (“NTTG”) 2014-2015 Biennial 42 

Planning Cycle, the Technical Work Group1 (“TWG”) of the NTTG Planning Committee evaluated 43 

the Initial Regional Plan (“IRP”) and several Change Case plans to determine the most efficient 44 

or cost-effective plan which became the Draft Regional Transmission Plan (“Draft RTP” see 45 

Appendix A).  Two non-committed projects submitted in Quarter 1 were not included in this 46 

Draft RTP; 1) the Boardman to Hemingway (B2H) project, and 2) the Energy Gateway (EG) 47 

project.  The former was not included because the reliability studies demonstrated it was not 48 

needed to meet the performance criteria for all contingencies.  The latter was not included 49 

because the studies demonstrated that a new unsponsored project, a 500 kV project from 50 

Aeolus to Anticline to Populus was a more efficient or cost-effective Alternative Project that 51 

reliably met the requirements for the loads and resources represented in the five power flow 52 

cases considered. 53 

The Draft RTP report concluded, however, that there were two important lessons learned with 54 

the study work done in the first four quarters.  First, the power flow studies were based on load 55 

and resource data from the TEPPC 2024 production cost model (“PCM”) case, which was 56 

considered to be the latest information and would provide adequate stress to the NTTG 57 

footprint.  Study results demonstrated that this was not the case, and the TWG also learned 58 

that the TEPPC 2024 case did not have the most recent loads and resources that were 59 

submitted in Quarter 1 to NTTG, particularly in the PacifiCorp areas.  60 

Secondly, it was found that the 2014-2015 NTTG Biennial Study Plan created in Quarter 2 was 61 

lacking any consideration of contractual commitments, resource integration, transmission 62 

service requests (TSRs), and additional transmission capacity considerations.  Consequently, the 63 

2014-2015 Biennial Study Plan was revised in Quarter 5 to correct these shortfalls2.  The revised 64 

study plan allows for additional studies to be run using any updates from data submitted in 65 

Quarters 1 or 5.  It also allows entities to submit transmission service obligations and provides 66 

for a transmission needs analysis to be done to compare the transmission requirements listed 67 

above with the available transfer capability (ATC).  These additional activities were completed 68 

in Quarter 6. 69 

Because the TWG was made aware of the inconsistency between the submitted load and 70 

resource data to NTTG as compared to the TEPPC 2024 forecast present in the NTTG base cases 71 

in Quarter 4, work was initiated in January 2015 to perform additional studies with the higher 72 

Quarter 1 loads and additional wind resources in Wyoming. The load forecasts submitted in 73 

                                                           
1 This work group was established by the NTTG Planning Committee to create the study plan and perform the 

technical evaluations necessary to develop the Regional Transmission Plan.  The TWG is comprised of NTTG’s 
Funding Transmission Providers who are committed to achieve completion of the assignments in a cooperative and 
timely manner, and who have access to and expertise in power system power flow analysis or production cost 
modeling. 
 
2 The Revised NTTG Biennial Study Plan was approved March 9, 2015 and is included as Appendix B. 
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Quarter 5 were the same as those in Quarter 1.  The Quarter 5 submittals also included updates 74 

to the Boardman to Hemingway (“B2H”) project timeline and cost, updated transmission 75 

service requirements for Idaho Power Company ("IPC") and Bonneville Power Administration 76 

("BPA"), and new resources in Idaho consisting of a new 540 MW nuclear plant and several 77 

renewable resources totaling 451 MW in Idaho.  Because the new resources were not 78 

submitted until later in Quarter 5, the TWG determined that comprehensive study work with 79 

these new resources could not be accomplished in time to meet the due date of the Draft Final 80 

Regional Transmission Plan (“DFRTP”).  Therefore, only a high level study was performed with 81 

these resources using the updated summer study case to inform the development of the RTP in 82 

the 2016-2017 Biennial Planning Cycle.  The updated transmission service data for IPC and BPA 83 

were implemented in the new transmission needs analysis conducted in Quarter 6. 84 

Results of the additional studies performed in Quarters 5 and 6 demonstrated that with the 85 

higher PacifiCorp loads in Utah, Wyoming and Idaho, and with additional wind resources in 86 

Wyoming to meet those loads, the Change Case with the Alternative Project identified in the 87 

Draft RTP (Aeolus to Anticline to Populus 500 kV line) was not adequate to meet the system 88 

performance criteria.  Studies conducted by the TWG demonstrated that a new Change Case 89 

with a different Alternative Project, consisting of a new 230 kV line and upgrades to existing 90 

underlying transmission from Windstar substation to Aeolus substation in Wyoming, a new 345 91 

kV line from Anticline to Bridger (Wyoming), and a new 500 kV transmission line from Aeolus to 92 

Mona, Utah (Clover substation), were needed in addition to the Aeolus to Anticline to Populus 93 

500 kV line identified in the Draft RTP. The transmission needs and capability analysis 94 

demonstrated that the Boardman to Hemingway 500 kV project is also required in order to 95 

meet Idaho Power’s transmission needs. 96 

In addition to the reliability studies and the transmission needs analysis, the TWG also created 97 

cost allocation scenario cases that represent four different future conditions with different 98 

loads and generation dispatch.  These cases were helpful in testing the robustness of the DFRTP 99 

and were also used to provide economic data for the cost allocation calculations where 100 

comparisons were made between the Initial Regional Plan (“IRP”) and the DFRTP and each of 101 

the Cost Allocation scenario cases. 102 

II. Introduction 103 

The Northern Tier Transmission Group 2014-2015 DFRTP was developed in accordance with the 104 

NTTG’s Transmission Providers’ Attachment K that included FERC Order 1000 regional 105 

transmission planning requirements3.  The DFRTP is a result of reliability and economic studies 106 

and activities outlined in the Revised NTTG Biennial Study Plan for the 2014-15 Regional 107 

                                                           
3 FERC issued order 145 FERC 61,060 on Oct. 17, 2013 that partially approved the Funding Transmission Providers 

FERC Order 1000 Regional Planning compliance filings and instructed the NTTG Funding TPs to proceed 
implementation of the TP’s regional compliance filings on October 1, 2013 subject to prospective adjustments 
should FERC’s final order require such adjustments. 
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Planning Cycle4 and carried out by the NTTG TWG.  This report is divided into two major 108 

sections -- the Planning process and the Cost Allocation process.  The Planning process began 109 

with development of the Initial Regional Plan (“IRP”) using a bottom-up approach by 110 

aggregating the NTTG Transmission Providers’ local transmission plans into a single regional 111 

transmission plan.  Next, the IRP non-committed projects within the NTTG geographical area 112 

were analyzed by creating Change Case plans to determine whether there were Alternative 113 

Projects that would yield a regional transmission plan that would be more efficient or cost 114 

effective than the IRP that meets the regional needs.  It is the result of this analysis that 115 

formulated the DFRTP presented herein.  The report focuses on the activities completed by the 116 

TWG during Quarters 5 and 6 of the 2014-2015 biennial planning cycle.  The activities of 117 

Quarters 1 through 4 that resulted in the Draft RTP5 were also important in defining what 118 

additional work was needed in Quarters 5 and 6 to produce the DFRTP.   119 

During Quarters 5 and 6, the TWG focused on the following activities:  1) a revised biennial 120 

study plan; 2) additional power flow studies with updated loads and resources for PacifiCorp in 121 

order to determine the most efficient or cost-effective plan under these new conditions that 122 

would be included in the DFRTP; 3) the Public Policy Consideration (“PPC”) studies; 4) 123 

transmission needs and available transfer capability (“ATC”); 5) a high-level power flow study of 124 

the new Quarter 5 resources using one load/generation dispatch condition; 6) robustness 125 

analysis of the DFRTP Change Case, and 7) the Planning Committee’s support of the cost 126 

allocation processes which includes the creation of cost allocation scenario base cases and 127 

subsequent power flow analysis, determination of the economic metrics from the scenario 128 

cases for use in the cost allocation analysis, and working with the Cost Allocation Committee in 129 

determining benefits and Beneficiaries for cost allocation.  130 

III. Revised Biennial Study Plan 131 

Because of “lessons learned” in the first four Quarters of the 2014-2015 biennial planning cycle 132 

and development of the Draft RTP, the NTTG 2014-2015 Biennial Study Plan developed in 133 

Quarter 2 was revised to “accommodate data updated during Quarter 5, additional reliability 134 

studies (based on the updated data), and to address transmission service obligations.”  The 135 

revised 2014-2015 Biennial Study Plan was approved by the NTTG Steering Committee on 136 

March 9, 2015 (see Biennial Study Plans in Appendix B).  The TWG used this revised study plan 137 

to carry out the activities in Quarter 5 and 6.  The cost allocation section of the Revised Study 138 

Plan (section C.2) was later augmented with a separate Revised Cost Allocation Study Plan that 139 

was approved June 3, 2015 by the Planning and Cost Allocation Committees (see Appendix I).  140 

                                                           

4  Appendix B - Revised NTTG Biennial Study Plan Approved 3-9-2015 

5 See the Draft RTP document in Appendix A 

http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2467-appendix-b-revised-nttg-biennial-study-plan-approved-03-09-2015&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
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IV. Planning Process 141 

A. Study Methodology 142 

To determine the most efficient or cost-effective transmission plan that would become the 143 

DFRTP, both reliability and economic studies were performed in accordance with the Revised 144 

2014-2015 Biennial Study Plan.  The reliability studies utilized power flow cases from Quarters 145 

1 to 4 updated with loads and resources submitted in Quarters 1 and 5.  The economic studies 146 

examined the providers' Attachment K’s three metrics--capital-related costs, energy losses, and 147 

reserves to determine the transmission plan cost effectiveness.  Economic metrics were also 148 

derived from the Quarter 5 and 6 power flow studies for use in the Cost Allocation process.   149 

B. Quarter Five Data Submittals 150 

New data submittals were made by PacifiCorp, IPC, BPA, and Utah Associated Municipal Power 151 

Systems (“UAMPS”) in Quarter 5.  PacifiCorp removed all future transmission service 152 

obligations.  IPC modified the in-service date and cost of B2H, added 451 MW of renewable 153 

resources in Idaho, and updated their transmission service obligations with the Northwest.  154 

BPA also submitted transmission service obligations with Idaho.  UAMPS submitted a new 540 155 

MW nuclear generating plant in eastern Idaho.  The transmission service obligation changes 156 

were included in the transmission needs section of the planning process and the revised costs 157 

were used in the cost allocation process.  The new resource information was used in separate 158 

high-level power flow studies intended to inform next cycle’s Regional Transmission Plan.   159 

C. Additional Studies in Quarters Five and Six 160 

The revised Biennial Study Plan allows for performing studies with updated information 161 

submitted during Quarter 1 and/or Quarter 5 of the biennial cycle.  In January 2015, the TWG 162 

determined that the summer, winter, and export cases created in Quarters 1 through 4 with 163 

2024 TEPPC loads and resources should be updated to reflect the Quarter 1 submitted loads 164 

and resources in the PacifiCorp East (PACE) area, including additional wind generation in 165 

Wyoming.  Both IRP cases and the Draft RTP cases were updated with the Quarter 1 loads and 166 

resources.   167 

All of the cases were studied with the updated loads and resources to determine if the 168 

identified Alternative Project would still meet the reliability requirements required of the Initial 169 

Regional Plan.  The revised studies identified several significant N-0 and N-1 performance 170 

violations due to the revised load and resources (see Table 1 below)6. 171 

 172 

  173 

                                                           
6 See the complete report "NTTG Biennial Studies - Quarter 5 Additional Studies Evaluating Transmission 
Segments Similar to Energy Gateway" in Appendix C.  The IRTP studies are designated as "segment 0" 
cases and the Draft RTP updated cases are labeled as "Draft RTP with Q5 L & R". 
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Draft RTP Case w/ Q5 L & R Thermal Violations Voltage Violations 

Summer 21 14 

Winter    2 22 

Export 16 13 

Table 1 - Overall violations of the Draft RTP Cases with Q5 loads and resources 174 

Additional studies were conducted to determine what additional transmission was needed to 175 

provide adequate reliability performance.  The results of this process determined the original 176 

Alternative Project needed to be revised and the new Alternative Project would need to have 177 

the following transmission projects added: 178 

1. A 230 kV line from Windstar to Aeolus in central Wyoming and reinforcements to 179 

existing underlying transmission facilities. 180 

2. A 500 kV line from Aeolus to Clover near Mona, Utah 181 

3. A 500 kV line from Aeolus to Anticline (Bridger) to Populus (selected into the Draft RTP) 182 

4. A 345 kV line from Anticline to Bridger 183 

 This new Quarter 6 Alternative Project is proposed by the TWG as an unsponsored project.  184 

The change case with this new Alternative Project resulted in higher NTTG losses, but is more 185 

cost-effective because of a lower capital cost (see the Cost Allocation Process Section of the 186 

report).  In the Additional Studies report (see Appendix C) the Change Cases with this new 187 

Alternative Project are referred to as the "segment 2" cases. 188 

D. Transmission Needs and Available Capacity Analysis 189 

With the Draft RTP in Quarter 4, NTTG recognized the need to revise the Biennial Study Plan to 190 

include an analysis of transmission needs and obligations compared with the available transfer 191 

capabilities ("ATCs").  In Quarter 5 IPC and BPA submitted transmission service obligations 192 

("TSOs"). PacifiCorp removed in Quarter 5 all of its future TSOs that had been submitted in 193 

Quarter 1. Table 4 lists the remaining NTTG TSOs to be evaluated. 194 

Submitted By POR POD Start Date End Date 
Transmission 

Obligation (MW) 

WECC Path 
Number/ 
Direction 

Idaho Power Northwest IPCO 1/1/2021 - 500 (summer) 
200 (winter) 

14 W-E 

82 W-E 

BPA Northwest BPA SEID 1/1/2020 12/31/2028 250 (summer) 
550 (winter) 

14 W-E 

82 W-E 

17 W-E 

Table 4 - Transmission Service Obligations submitted in Quarter 5 

 

 

195 
 196 
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Table 5 below shows the existing Total Transfer Capabilities ("TTCs") and ATCs for the critical 197 

paths between Idaho and the Northwest.  The fourth column is the difference of the TTCs and 198 

the ATCs which demonstrates the transmission capacity being utilized in the year 2014.  The 199 

TSOs from Table 4 are listed in column five. The last column is the sum of columns four and five 200 

which indicates the total amount of transmission capacity that is needed in 2024 to fulfill all of 201 

the transmission requirements for that path.   202 

WECC Path 
Number/ 
Direction 

2014  
TTC 

(MW) 

2014  
ATC 

(MW) 

2014 
Transmission 

Capacity 
Utilized 
(MW) 

Transmission 
Obligation 

Change 
Between 2014 

and 2024 (MW) 

2024 Transmission 
Capacity Needed 

(MW) 

14 W-E (ID-NW) 1200 0 1200 750 1950 

82 W-E 
(TOTBEAST) 2465 150 2315 750 3065 

17 W-E (Borah W) 1600 1445 155 550 705 

Table 5 - Transmission Capacity Needed in the year 2024 

203 
 204 

Table 6 is a comparison of the 2024 transmission capacity needed ("TCN") from Table 5 with 205 

expected 2024 TTCs of the critical paths for the three plans that were considered during the 206 

2014-2015 Biennial Planning Cycle.  The TTCs for these future projects are based on WECC Path 207 

Rating Studies performed for the B2H project.  Numbers in red indicate a deficiency in meeting 208 

the transmission needs on the path.  Green numbers are those which have sufficient capacity 209 

to meet the transmission needs.   210 

 211 

WECC Path 
Number/ 
Direction 

2024 
Transmission 

Capacity Needed 
(MW) 

 2024 TTC for each Proposed Topology 
(MW) 

2024 TTC 
IRTP (w/ 

B2H) 

2024 TTC 
Draft RTP 
(w/o B2H) 

2024 TTC 
DFRTP (w/ 

B2H) 

14 W-E (ID-NW) 1950 2250 1200 2250 

82 W-E 
(TOTBEAST) 3065 3515 2465 3515 

17 W-E (Borah W) 705 1600 1600 1600 

Table 6 - Comparison of 2024 Transmission Needs with Expected TTC for various RTPs. Red is 

unacceptable, green is acceptable 

 

212 
 213 

The results of this comparison clearly demonstrates the need for the B2H project in the DFRTP 214 

to satisfy the transmission needs of IPC and BPA. 215 
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 216 

E. Public Policy Consideration Study 217 

The Transmission Providers' Attachment K's state that Public Policy Consideration ("PPC") 218 

studies are to be submitted during Quarter 2 of the Biennial Cycle.  It also asserts that the PPC 219 

studies are only to "inform" the RTP but not be used to define the plan.  During Quarter 2 of 220 

the 2014-2015 biennial cycle, a PPC study was identified.  This study followed the PPC study 221 

plan7 that assumed that the Colstrip units 1 and 2 would be retired and replaced with an equal 222 

amount of wind generating capacity (610 MW) at the Broadview substation.  The steady state 223 

study analyzed the impacts to the transmission system.  It was assumed that the wind at 224 

Broadview would have a similar trip response as the acceleration trend relay that protects the 225 

Colstrip units.  The results of the study showed no reduction in transfer capability when 226 

replacing the coal units with wind generation as long as the wind responded similarly to the 227 

Colstrip units for outages on the 500 kV transmission system.  Although this study produced 228 

some interesting information, it did not influence the selection of transmission facilities for the 229 

DFRTP. The complete report for this study was approved on May 13, 2015 by NTTG and is 230 

included as Appendix E of this report.   231 

F. Projects Selected into the DFRTP 232 

As described in sections IV.C and IV.D above on Additional Studies in Quarters 5 and 6 and 233 

Transmission Needs and Available Capacity Analysis, several transmission facilities were 234 

selected by the TWG to be included in the DFRTP.  Based on reliability considerations, the 235 

unsponsored project includes: 236 

1. A 230 kV line from Windstar to Aeolus in central Wyoming and reinforcements to 237 

existing underlying transmission facilities. 238 

2. A 500 kV line from Aeolus to Clover near Mona, Utah 239 

3. A 500 kV line from Aeolus to Anticline (Bridger) to Populus (selected into the Draft RTP) 240 

4. A 345 kV line from Anticline to Bridger 241 

Based on the transmission needs analysis, the following Sponsored Project is also included: 242 

The B2H 500 kV project 243 

As the unsponsored project identified in the regional planning process was selected into the 244 

DFRTP, and has an estimated cost exceeding $20 million, it qualifies for cost allocation 245 

consideration according to the Attachment K's.  Cost allocation was not requested for the B2H 246 

Sponsored Project. 247 

                                                           
7 See the approved PPC study plan in Appendix D  
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G. Robustness Analysis 248 

Since TWG performed studies with the new Alternative Project for Summer, Winter, and Export 249 

cases (with the updated loads and resources)8, the DFRTP without B2H was proven to meet the 250 

performance criteria for at least three different future conditions with different load levels and 251 

resource dispatch.  In addition to these studies, the B2H project was added to the summer case 252 

to form a complete DFRTP summer case.  From this case, four cost allocation scenarios were 253 

created and studies were performed (see the Cost Allocation section of the report).  Two of 254 

these scenarios varied the load in the NTTG footprint by +/- 1000 MW.  The two other cases 255 

looked at different system conditions displacing wind or coal generation with other renewable 256 

resources.  The results of these studies demonstrate no changes in transmission were needed 257 

for these additional scenarios.  For more details about the cost allocation scenario results, see 258 

the Cost Allocation section of the report.  All of these additional studies demonstrate the 259 

robustness of the DFRTP. 260 

H. New Quarter 5 Resource Studies 261 

NTTG received two data submittals in Quarter 5 for some new resources in Idaho.  The first was 262 

submitted by UAMPS for a 540 MW nuclear generating plant near the Scoville substation.  The 263 

second included a number of solar plants and a few small hydro plants scattered throughout 264 

Idaho totaling 451 MW.  These submittals were received in late February or early March of 265 

2015.  The TWG considered the timeline to produce the DFRTP and decided to perform high-266 

level sensitivity studies on the DFRTP summer case.  A separate study was performed for each 267 

of the two resource submittals (see the complete reports in Appendix F & G - New Resource 268 

Studies).   269 

UAMPS 540 MW nuclear generating plant - In this study the new 540 MW nuclear generating 270 

plant was connected at the Antelope 230 kV bus in the power flow since specific 271 

interconnection designs were not submitted.  Other UAMPS resources were reduced in Utah to 272 

balance the power flow. Results of the N-0 study demonstrates that there were two 273 

overloaded facilities near the location of the new generation;  1) the Antelope-Goshen 161 kV 274 

line and 2) the Antelope 230/161 kV transformer. The contingency studies demonstrated 13 275 

overloads of the same two elements.  Although this study represents only one specific system 276 

condition, it points out a need for detailed interconnection studies with the applicable 277 

transmission provider in order to fully define the impacts to the system.  The project owners 278 

should comply with the transmission provider's procedures for generation and transmission 279 

interconnection studies.  See Appendix F for full study details and results. 280 

451 MW of new solar and hydro plants in Idaho - In this study the new renewable resources 281 

were modeled at four different locations within the Idaho Power system according to the 282 

submittal description.  Other Idaho hydro resources were reduced in order to maintain the 283 

same Idaho area interchange as that of the DFRTP case.  Results of this study demonstrated no 284 

                                                           
8 These are the "segment 2" cases in the Q5 Additional Studies report in Appendix C 
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performance violations of any concern.  However, this study represents only one set of system 285 

conditions.  The project owners should comply with the transmission provider's procedures for 286 

generation and transmission interconnection studies.  Details of this study are also in Appendix 287 

G. 288 

V. Cost Allocation Process 289 

The Cost Allocation Committee (“CAC”), which is governed by the CAC Charter, is charged with 290 

the task of allocating costs to Beneficiaries of transmission projects selected into the Regional 291 

Transmission Plan for cost allocation purposes in accordance with the Transmission Provider’s 292 

Attachment K obligations.  NTTG’s cost allocation process is conducted by the CAC.  293 

As described in Attachment K, the cost allocation process will be applied to a transmission 294 

project (sponsored or unsponsored) that has an estimated cost exceeding $20 million and is 295 

selected in the Regional Transmission Plan for purposes of cost allocation.  There are three 296 

categories of regional transmission projects that may be eligible for cost allocation:  a 297 

sponsored project that meets certain pre-qualification criterion, an unsponsored project that is 298 

identified in the planning process, and an unsponsored project proposed by a non-sponsor.   299 

During NTTG’s 2014-2015 biennial planning cycle there were two transmission projects 300 

considered for selection into the Draft Regional Transmission Plan (“DRTP”) for regional cost 301 

allocation and one transmission project not requesting cost allocation.  The first project 302 

requesting cost allocation was a Sponsored Project submitted by LS Power for its SWIP-North 303 

transmission project.  The biennial planning process did not select9 this sponsored project into 304 

the Draft Final Regional Transmission Plan (“DFRTP”) for purposes of cost allocation as the 305 

reliability and economic analysis results indicated that it was not the most cost effective or 306 

efficient solution to meet the needs.  The second project requesting cost allocation was an 307 

unsponsored project that was identified in the planning process and pursuant to the 308 

Attachment K requirements, it was selected into the DFRTP for purposes of regional cost 309 

allocation.  This unsponsored project, named Alternative Project, is an east to west 310 

transmission project that starts in eastern Wyoming and ends in eastern Idaho.  The 311 

transmission project not requesting costs allocation, the sponsored Energy Gateway Project, 312 

was not selected into the DFRTP.  313 

As described in the Planning Committee section G above, the Alternative Project that was 314 

selected into the DFRTP is comprised of the following transmission facilities:  315 

 Windstar to Aeolus 230 kV; 316 

 Reinforcements to underlying transmission system in Wyoming;  317 

 Aeolus to Clover 500 kV; 318 

 Aeolus to Anticline to Populus 500 kV; and  319 

 Anticline to Bridger, 345 kV.  320 

                                                           
9 See NTTG 2014-2015 Draft Regional Transmission Plan – 02-11-2015 for additional information. 

http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2468-appendix-a-nttg-2014-2015-draft-regional-transmission-plan-02-11-2015&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
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The Alternative Project eligible for cost allocation and incorporated in the DRTP underwent cost 321 

allocation by the CAC as described in the following sections.    322 

 323 

A. Cost Allocation Scenarios  324 

Pursuant to Attachment K, the CAC, in consultation with the Planning Committee and with 325 

stakeholder input, creates cost allocation scenarios (“Allocation Scenarios”) for those 326 

parameters that likely affect the amount of total benefits of a project and the distribution of 327 

the benefits to Beneficiaries. These Allocation Scenarios became part of the Biennial Study Plan 328 

during its development in Quarter 2. Per Attachment K, Allocation Scenarios are not to be used 329 

by the Planning Committee and the CAC until the development of, and the allocation of, costs 330 

pursuant to those benefits to Beneficiaries starting in Quarter 6.  As described in the 331 

Attachment K, the variables in the Allocation Scenarios will include, but are not limited to, load 332 

levels by Load Serving Entity (“LSE”) and geographic location within Balancing Authority Areas, 333 

fuel prices, and fuel and resource availability. This process will provide the overall range of 334 

future Allocation Scenarios that will be used in determining a project’s benefits and 335 

Beneficiaries.  336 

During Quarter 2 and after the Planning Committee evaluated the projects, the CAC, as defined 337 

in the Biennial Study Plan, evaluated the Allocation Scenarios.  The Biennial Study Plan states 338 

that the NTTG cost allocation analysis will incorporate alternative scenarios (relative to the 339 

Initial Regional Plan), with regard to those assumptions and parameters that likely affect the 340 

estimated distribution of project benefits in determining the cost allocation of a transmission 341 

project. To the extent feasible, the CAC will look to the data underlying local transmission 342 

plans, resource planning studies (i.e. integrated resource plans of LSEs within the NTTG 343 

footprint), the assumptions, and the forecasts used to develop the alternative scenarios for 344 

each cost allocation metric. The selected alternative Allocation Scenarios may vary (i.e., use a 345 

different set of alternative scenarios) among the benefit metrics and will focus on those 346 

assumptions and parameters for a benefit metric that affects the distribution of benefits for 347 

that metric among Transmission Providers, LSEs, and/or independent power producers. The 348 

alternative scenarios for each cost allocation metric will likely include the following: 349 

a) Capital Metric 350 

i. Low and high load forecasts 351 

ii. New resource location 352 

b) Loss Metric 353 

i. Low and high load forecasts 354 

ii. New resource location 355 

c) Reserve Metric 356 

i. New resource location 357 

ii. Low and high gas forecasts 358 
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In Quarter 4 the CAC developed the following Allocation Scenarios that adhere to the Quarter 2 359 

Biennial Study Plan.  The CAC reviewed and discussed the Allocation Scenarios at the December 360 

18, 2014 NTTG stakeholder meeting.  A summary of the resulting Cost Allocation Scenarios 361 

Discussion Paper provided in the Appendix H is provided as follows: 362 

High and Low Load Forecasts 363 

Two Allocation Scenarios were developed by adding and subtracting 1,000 MW of load in the 364 

NTTG footprint. These two Allocation Scenarios were developed by adjusting 2024 power-flow 365 

base case load data by Balancing Authority Area (“BAA”) by plus or minus 1,000 MW.  The load 366 

adjustments by BAA were prorated using weighting factors calculated from the actual 2012 and 367 

2013 peak demand and from the projected 2024 peak demand by BAA. The following table 368 

displays the result of this calculation. 369 

 370 

Replace Wind with Solar Generation 371 

This allocation scenario assumed that 800 MW of wind from the high wind penetration areas is 372 

replaced with solar in potential high penetration solar areas.  The following table displays the 373 

result of this calculation. 374 

2024 PCM Data

Actual Actual PCM Low Scn High Scn

2012 2013 2024 Weight -1000 1000

IPC 3,587 3,407 4,013 16.7% 3,846 4,180

NWE 1,785 1,707 1,855 8.1% 1,774 1,936

PACE 6,763 8,989 9,798 38.7% 9,411 10,185

PACW 3,708 4,354 4,083 18.4% 3,899 4,267

PGE 3,642 3,900 4,426 18.1% 4,245 4,607

NTTG 19,485 22,357 24,175 100.0% 23,175 25,175

 2012 Actual + 2013 Actual  + 

2024 PCM WeightsMW
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 375 

Replace 1,000 MW of Coal with an Equivalent Annual Energy Output from Wind and Solar   376 

The next allocation scenario presumes 1,000 MW of coal units that are not retired in the 2024 377 

case can be reduced pro rata and replaced with an equivalent amount of equal shares of wind 378 

and solar in the appropriate geographic locations (e.g. wind in WY and MT and solar in ID and 379 

UT). The following table shows the original 2024 PCM MW data for coal, solar and wind in 380 

columns b through column d. This table also shows the MW adjustment necessary to reduce 381 

coal by 1,000 MW in column e and to increase the wind and solar MW in columns f and g to 382 

compensate for the energy that was lost as a result of the coal reduction.   383 

 384 

Wind Reduction of Nameplate MW Solar Addition to Nameplate

Area MW Pro Rated Area MW Pro Rated

MW To Use -800 MW MW To Use 800 MW

IPFE 80 0 80 0 1.00 200 200

IPMV 228 1.00 -54 174 0 1.00 200 200

IPTV 368 1.00 -87 281 0 1.00 200 200

NWMT 632 1.00 -149 483 0 0 0

PACW 626 1.00 -147 478 0 0 0

PAID 212 1.00 -50 162 0 0 0

PAUT 0 0 0 460 1.00 200 660

PAWY 1,329 1.00 -313 1,015 0 0 0

PGE 0 0 0 2 0 2

Total 3,474 -800 2,674 462 800 1,262

Replace 800 MW Wind with 800 MW Solar

2024 PCM Data
Nameplate MW Recommended Adjustments

b c d e f g h i j

2024 PCM Data Coal Solar * Wind * ADJUSTED MW

Coal ** Solar Wind -1,000 1,656 1,117 Coal Solar * Wind *

IPFE 0 0 80 0 414 0 0 414 80

IPMV 0 0 228 0 414 0 0 414 228

IPTV 0 0 368 0 414 0 0 414 368

NWMT 2,658 0 632 -234 0 146 2,423 0 778

PACW 0 0 626 0 0 485 0 0 1,111

PAID 0 0 212 0 0 0 0 0 212

PAUT 4,801 460 0 -424 414 0 4,378 874 0

PAWY 3,877 0 1,329 -342 0 485 3,535 0 1,814

PGE 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

Total 11,336 462 3,474 -1,000 1,656 1,117 10,336 2,118 4,591

 * Adjusts solar and wind MW to makeup for energy lost from coal reduction

** Accounts for coal retirements.
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B. Cost Allocation Study Plan  385 

In Quarter 6 NTTG’s Technical Work Group revised the Quarter 2 Biennial Study Plan to lay out 386 

the process whereby the NTTG Technical Work Group will use the DFRTP to develop and 387 

analyze Allocation Scenarios.  This analysis will determine the benefits of the Alternative 388 

Project selected in the DFRTP for purposes of cost allocation.  After receiving information 389 

performed by the Technical Work Group, a Cost Allocation Study Plan that describes the 390 

methodology that the CAC will use in the cost allocation process was revised and subsequently 391 

approved by both the Cost Allocation and Planning Committees.  See Appendix I, the Revised 392 

Cost Allocation Study Plan.   393 

The Revised Cost Allocation Study Plan charged the Technical Work Group to use the DFRTP as 394 

the basis for creating the four Allocation Scenarios.  These scenarios will each be derived from 395 

the modified version of the 2024 summer peak data that was used to model the two non-396 

committed projects that were selected into the DFRTP.  The following describes the four 397 

Allocation Scenarios approved by the CAC:   398 

Scenario A:  Add 1,000 MW of NTTG load in the NTTG footprint for a high load 399 

scenario.  Allocate the 1,000 MW to each Balancing Authority Area (BAA) 400 

based on the 2013/2014 actual peak demand and the projected 2024 401 

peak demand. 402 

Scenario B:  Subtract 1,000 MW of NTTG load in the NTTG footprint for a low load 403 

scenario.  Allocate the 1,000 MW to each BA based on the 2013/2014 404 

actual peak demand and the projected 2024 peak demand. 405 

Scenario C:  Take out 1,600 MW of wind capacity (2024 Q1 data projection, less the 406 

3,000 MW wind project capacity submitted by Power Company of 407 

Wyoming) and cut wind by 50% and replace with solar energy.  408 

Scenario D:  Take out 1,000 MW of coal and presume units that are not retired in the 409 

2024 case can be reduced pro rata and replaced with an equivalent 410 

amount of energy in equal shares of wind and solar in the appropriate 411 

geographic locations (e.g. wind in WY and MT and solar in ID and UT). 412 

The Technical Work Group used power flow analysis to analyze the DFRTP and the Initial 413 

Regional Plan (IRP) adjusted for updated Quarter 5 loads and resources (i.e., referred to as the 414 

Change Case in the revised study plan), and the four Allocation Scenarios.  This analysis 415 

included the N-0 power flow study to create a solved N-0 case that may include thermal or 416 

voltage reliability issues.  If mitigation is required to meet reliability criteria, these will be 417 

identified, including an estimate of the capital cost for the mitigation.    418 

Next the Technical Work Group followed the Cost Allocation Study Plan and used the results 419 

from the power flow analysis to define three metrics - capital cost benefit, line loss benefit and 420 

reserve margin benefit.  These metrics are used in the benefits and Beneficiary analysis. Each 421 

metric will be expressed as an annual change in costs (or revenue). A common year was 422 

selected for net present value calculations for all cases to enable a comparative analysis 423 
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between each DFRTP, the four Allocation Scenarios, and the IRP, as adjusted for updated 424 

Quarter 5 load and resource data.  Additional details on the development and use of the 425 

Allocation Scenario Base Cases follows. 426 

C. Cost Allocation Scenario Base Cases 427 

The approved Revised Cost Allocation Study Plan10 requires that the TWG provide power flow 428 

base cases for four specific Allocation Scenarios listed in the study plan.  TWG created 429 

Scenarios A through D, described above, from 1) the Change Case representing the Draft Final 430 

Regional Transmission Plan (DFRTP); and 2) from the Initial Regional Plan (IRP) which had been 431 

adjusted for the updated loads and resources in Quarter 5.  The same dispatch changes were 432 

made for the DFRTP and the IRP so that a true comparison could be made in determining the 433 

most efficient or cost-effective plan.  The Allocation Scenario cases are described below and in 434 

more detail in Appendix H 435 

1. Scenario A - Increase the NTTG load by 1000 MW:  For this case, TWG followed the tables 436 

in Appendix A of the study plan where the load in the following areas of the base case were 437 

increased by the amount shown - Idaho Power 167 MW, NorthWestern Energy 81 MW, 438 

PACE 387 MW, PACW 184 MW, and Portland General 181 MW.  The area load in each of 439 

these areas was scaled to achieve the desired amount.  The generation was made up within 440 

the Northwest area for the PACW and PGE owners, and within the area boundaries for the 441 

other areas. 442 

2. Scenario B - Decrease the NTTG load by 1000 MW:  In this scenario the base case area loads 443 

were decreased by the same amounts shown in Scenario A according to the tables in 444 

Appendix B of the study plan.  The generation within each area was scaled down to match 445 

the load reduction. 446 

3. Scenario C - Replace 800 MW of wind generation capacity with solar generation capacity 447 

within the NTTG footprint:  Wind generation was reduced according to the amounts shown 448 

in the table in Appendix B of the study plan - IPC 141 MW, NWE 149 MW, PACW 147 MW, 449 

and PACE 363 MW.  Additionally, 600 MW of solar generation was added in Idaho and 200 450 

MW in Utah. Figure 1 below is an illustration of the approximate re-dispatch of generation 451 

within NTTG. 452 

 453 

                                                           
10 See the Revised Cost Allocation Study Plan in Appendix I 
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600-141 = +459
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-149

PAUT

+200

PACE

Cost Allocation – Scenario C
Replace 800 MW of Wind Capacity 

with Solar Capacity (incremental dispatch)

-50

149

454 
Figure 1 - Cost Allocation Scenario C re-dispatch illustration 455 

 456 

4. Scenario D - Replace 1000 MW of coal generation energy with wind and solar generation 457 

energy:  Once again the amount of generation reduced and replaced was specified in the 458 

Appendix B tables of the Cost Allocation Study Plan.  Coal generation was reduced by 424 459 

MW in Utah, 342 MW in Wyoming, and 234 MW in Montana.  Wind generation was 460 

increased by 485 MW in PACW, 485 MW in Wyoming, and 146 MW in Montana.  Solar 461 

generation was increased by 414 MW in Utah and 1242 MW in Idaho.  As described in the 462 

Scenario D description from the Cost Allocation Committee, Scenario D was to take into 463 

account the provided capacity factors in order to achieve a balance in energy.  464 

Consequently, there was an increase of 1116 MW of wind generation and 1656 MW of 465 

solar generation, and a reduction of 1000 MW of coal generation within NTTG in the power 466 

flow base case.  With these changes, NTTG ended up with a surplus of 1772 MW of 467 

generation.  In order to achieve a balanced power flow case, this surplus generation was 468 

scheduled to Grand Coulee dam in the Northwest area.  A diagram of the approximate re-469 

dispatch is shown in Figure 2 below. 470 
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Cost Allocation – Scenario D
Replace 1000 MW of Coal Energy with Wind (1116 MW) and 

Solar (+1656 MW) Energy (Incremental Dispatch)

471 
 472 

Figure 2 - Cost Allocation Scenario D incremental dispatch illustration 473 

 474 

D. Power Flow Results of the Cost Allocation Scenario Cases 475 

The IRP power flow Allocation Scenario cases A through D were created and solved, and the 476 

losses noted for each of the areas for the economic metric analysis.  The DFRTP power flow 477 

Allocation Scenario cases A through D were also solved and contingencies performed.  The 478 

losses for these cases were also derived for the economic analysis.  The results of each of the 479 

DFRTP scenario cases are described below. 480 

1. Scenario A - Increase the NTTG load by 1000 MW:  Results of this analysis demonstrated no 481 

significant violations other than lower voltage buses even with the load addition.  482 

Therefore there is no need for any additional capital costs.  The overall NTTG losses in this 483 

case increased slightly (14.4 MW) over the IRP scenario case.  Idaho Power had the largest 484 

increase with 7.4 MW.  PACE and NWE each had an increase in losses of about 3 MW. 485 

There were no reserve benefits for this scenario. 486 

2. Scenario B - Decrease the NTTG load by 1000 MW:  Results of this study also demonstrated 487 

no significant violations except for some lower voltage buses.  The overall NTTG losses 488 

increased by 10.5 MW over the IRP scenario case.  Idaho Power again had the largest 489 

increase in losses with 5.1 MW, followed by NWE and PACE with 2 MW each.  There were 490 

no reserve benefits for this scenario.  In order to determine if less transmission was needed 491 

with the reduction in load, a case was performed without the Aeolus-Clover 500 kV line.  492 

The results for this case were unacceptable.  Thus the capital costs for this scenario would 493 

not change. 494 
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3. Scenario C - Replace 800 MW of wind generation capacity with solar generation capacity 495 

within the NTTG footprint:  The results of this case demonstrated no significant 496 

performance violations with the exceptions of lower voltage buses.  No capital additions 497 

were required.  The total NTTG losses went up by 7.2 MW, with Idaho Power having the 498 

largest increase of 3.2 MW followed by NWE with 1.8, PACE with 1.5 MW, and PACW with 499 

1.1 MW.  No reserve benefits were noted for this scenario either. 500 

4. Scenario D - Replace 1000 MW of coal generation energy with wind and solar generation 501 

energy:  Results for this case demonstrated no significant performance violations except for 502 

some lower voltage buses.  Therefore, no additional capital costs are required.  The total 503 

NTTG losses increased by 1.1 MW.  As with the other scenarios there were no reserve 504 

benefits for this scenario. 505 

All of the loss results for the Allocation Scenario Cases were summarized, annualized and 506 

monetized in a spreadsheet for use as inputs to the Cost Allocation Templates for determining 507 

cost allocations.  This spreadsheet is provided as workbook tabs in Appendix J 508 

E. Cost Allocation Analysis and Results 509 

To facilitate the analysis of the data provided by the Planning Committee for purposes of cost 510 

allocation, the CAC developed a cost allocation template reflecting the required components of 511 

the cost allocation methodology specified in Attachment K.  This template was developed as an 512 

Excel workbook and is included as Appendix J.   513 

The cost allocation template includes two worksheets.  The first worksheet, titled “Planning”, 514 

uses data from the three metrics (i.e., capital cost and capital related cost data and the 515 

monetized line loss and reserve data) to develop the benefit associated with the Alternative 516 

Project. This worksheet also identifies the Beneficiaries provided by the Technical Work Group. 517 

The second worksheet, titled “Cost Allocation”, applies the Attachment K cost allocation 518 

methodology to the Planning worksheet benefit and Beneficiary information to allocate the 519 

cost of the Alternative Project to its Beneficiaries.  The following sections provide additional 520 

explanation of the two worksheets. 521 

Planning Worksheet 522 

The goal of the biennial transmission planning process is to identify a Regional Transmission 523 

Plan that is more efficient or cost effective than the IRP. The DFRTP meets this goal because it 524 

replaced the IRP non-committed projects with the Quarter 6 non-committed unsponsored 525 

Alternative Project. The planning worksheet is divided into the Capital Cost Section, Calculating 526 

Benefit and Beneficiary Section, and Initial Benefits and Beneficiaries Section. The following is a 527 

brief discussion of each section of the planning worksheet. 528 

Capital Cost Section 529 

The capital costs shown in this worksheet is for the non-committed projects in the IRP and the 530 

Quarter 6 non-committed Alternative Project.   531 
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Calculating Benefit and Beneficiaries Section 532 

This section calculates the Alternative Project cost to Beneficiaries for the three metrics (capital 533 

cost, loss and reserve).   Each metric is described below. 534 

Capital Cost Metric 535 

The first calculation is to compute the $1,993,666,954 DFRTP capital cost benefit. This benefit is 536 

computed as the capital cost savings between the IRP non-committed capital cost and the 537 

DFRTP non-committed projects capital cost.   538 

IRP DFRTP 

Non-Committed IRP Projects  $5,877,693,948 
Non-Committed 

DFRTP 
$3,944,026,994 

  Alternative Project $2,744,026,994 

 539 

Next the three Beneficiaries were identified for the $1,933,666,953 benefit11.  These 540 

Beneficiaries are shown in the right hand column in the graph below.  541 

 542 

The identification of these Beneficiaries were the result of the IRP and DFRTP analysis.  The 543 

DRTP analyses found that the amount of PacifiCorp BAA LSEs load was understated by 1,800 544 

MW.  The PacifiCorp BAA load was corrected in the Quarter 6 DFRTP analysis.  Also, to maintain 545 
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load and resource balance in the DFRTP analysis, the Technical Work Group dispatched 546 

Wyoming generation that was not dispatched in the analysis.  This increased dispatched 547 

generation included 712 MW12 of proposed new Wyoming wind and 1,100 MW of existing non-548 

dispatched Wyoming generation.   549 

For purposes of the DFRTP cost allocation, the three Beneficiaries and the MW quantity of their 550 

benefits are:  551 

 LSEs within the PacifiCorp BAAs - 1,800 MW; 552 

 New Wyoming wind generation within PACE BAA – 712 MW; and 553 

 Existing Wyoming generation within the PACE BAA – 1,100 MW.   554 

 555 

 556 

The Alternative Project’s benefit of $1,933,666,954 was then allocated to the three 557 

Beneficiaries based on their pro rata share of megawatts of benefits.   558 

 559 

 DFRTP Allocation 

DFRTP Beneficiaries MW Pct DFRTP Benefit 

Q6 Incremental PAC 

BAA LSEs Load 
1,800 49.8% $963,621,406 

Q6 WY Wind (New) 712 19.7% $381,165,800 

Q6 Incremental WY 

Gen (Existing) 
1,100 30.5% $588,879,748 

Q6 Total 3,612 100% $1,933,666,954 

 560 

As described above, the four Allocation Scenarios were designed to capture the impacts of varying 561 

the peak load (Allocation Scenarios A and B) and resource type and location (scenarios C and D).  562 

The table below calculates the allocation scenario A and B adjustment to the PAC BAA LSEs load.  563 

The DFRTP 1,800 MW PacifiCorp BAA LSEs load in the above table was adjusted by plus and minus 564 

387.5 MW that is the PAC BAA load share of 1,000 MW adjustment.   565 

                                                           
12 The DRTP included only 712 MW of new Wyoming wind generation. 
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Q6 Incremental 

PAC BAA LSEs Load 

DFRTP MW 1,800 

  Percent 100% 

  Benefit $963,621,406 

CAC Scenario A MW 2,188 

Change DFRTP MW 

by 387.5MW 

Percent 100% 

Benefit $963,621,406 

CAC Scenario B MW 1,413 

Change DFRTP MW 

by -387.5MW 

Percent 100% 

Benefit $963,621,406 

CAC Scenario C Benefit $963,621,406 

CAC Scenario D Benefit $963,621,406 

Allocation scenario C replaced wind with solar, and allocation scenario D replaced 1,000 MW 566 

coal annual energy output with wind and solar.  The table below calculates the Allocation 567 

Scenarios C and D adjustment to the new Q6 WY Wind (New) and Q6 Incremental WY Gen 568 

(Existing) generation pursuant to the allocation scenario requirements.  Note the MW values 569 

represent the Wyoming generation share of the amount specified by the allocation scenario. 570 

The $970,045,548 total in the right hand column is the sum of Q6 WY Wind (New) and Q6 571 

Incremental WY Gen (Existing) described above.   572 

 573 
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Q6 WY Wind 

(New) 

Q6 

Incremental 

WY Gen 

(Existing) 

Total 

DFRTP MW 712 1,100 1,812 

  Percent 39% 61% 100% 

  Benefit $381,165,800 $588,879,748 $970,045,548 

CAC Scenario A Benefit $381,165,800 $588,879,748 $970,045,548 

CAC Scenario B Benefit $381,165,800 $588,879,748 $970,045,548 

CAC Scenario C MW 399 1,100 1,499 

Change DFRTP 

MW by -313MW 

Percent 27% 73% 100% 

Benefit $258,204,252 $711,841,296 $970,045,548 

CAC Scenario D MW 1,197 1,100 2,297 

Change DFRTP 

MW by 485MW 

Percent 52% 48% 100% 

Benefit $505,504,798 $464,540,750 $970,045,548 

 574 

Finally each Beneficiary’s benefit was converted to levelized capital related costs by multiplying 575 

the capital cost benefit by a 14.4% fixed charge rate13.  The following table displays the result of 576 

calculation.       577 

 Levelized Capital Related Cost Beneficiaries 

 

Q6 Incremental 

PAC BAA LSEs 

Load 

Q6 WY Wind 

(New) 

Q6 Incremental WY 

Gen (Existing) 
Total Benefit 

DFRTP $138,783,318 $54,896,512 $84,812,028 $278,491,858 

CAC Scenario A $138,783,318 $54,896,512 $84,812,028 $278,491,858 

CAC Scenario B $138,783,318 $54,896,512 $84,812,028 $278,491,858 

CAC Scenario C $138,783,318 $37,187,263 $102,521,277 $278,491,858 

CAC Scenario D $138,783,318 $72,804,146 $66,904,394 $278,491,858 

                                                           
13 The fixed charge rate was computed as the ratio of the levelized total present value for 40 years 
annual capital related costs divided by the project capital cost.  
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 578 

Loss Metric Section 579 

The loss metric captures the change in losses generated to serve a given amount of load.  The 580 

benefit for the loss metric was computed as the IRP Q5 updated power flow loss results less the 581 

DFRTP (or Allocation Scenario) power flow loss results. The metric data are expressed in 2014 582 

annual dollars.  A positive value in the following table means that Alternative Project (or CAC 583 

scenario) provides a benefit and a negative means it is a cost. 584 

 585 

 586 

Reserve Metric Section 587 

The reserve metric evaluates the opportunities for two or more parties to economically share a 588 

generation resource that would be enabled by transmission. The metric is a 10 year 589 

incremental look at the increased load and generation additions in the NTTG footprint and the 590 

potential combinations of transmission that may be included in the DRTP.  The conclusion of 591 

this analysis did not result in a reserve metric benefit for the Alternative Project. 592 

Initial Benefits and Beneficiaries  593 

This section is a summary of the benefits and Beneficiaries that are provided above.  These 594 

beneficiary values were provided to the CAC for Beneficiary calculations describe in the Cost 595 

Allocation Worksheet. 596 

Cost Allocation Worksheet 597 

This worksheet follows the requirements of the cost allocation methodology outlined in 598 

Attachment K to allocate the Alternative Project costs to Beneficiaries.  The layout of the 599 

worksheet is to state the Attachment K requirement (see boxed areas in the worksheet) and 600 

then show the calculation(s) that implement the Attachment K requirement.  The following 601 

four steps summarize the cost allocation methodology. 602 

Step 1:  Verify whether or not the project is eligible for cost allocation.  Application of the 603 

verification criteria found that the Alternative Project passed the eligibility criterion since it was 604 

an unsponsored project identified in the regional transmission planning process, was selected 605 

in the DRTP and had capital costs of $2,744,026,994 exceeding the $20 million minimum.  606 

Loss Benefit

Beneficiaries IPC TSP NWE TSP PAC TSP PGE TSP

DFRTP ($777,137) ($66,699) ($251,599) $84,846

CAC Scenario A ($922,591) ($263,766) ($538,304) $79,960

CAC Scenario B ($635,839) ($218,289) ($419,039) $79,959

CAC Scenario C ($398,958) ($163,716) ($307,395) $53,306

CAC Scenario D ($62,337) $27,286 ($92,213) ($0)
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Step 2:  For projects eligible to receive a cost allocation, the CAC shall start with the 607 

calculations provided by the Planning Committee and remove those entities that do not receive 608 

a benefit from the project being evaluated.  Application of this step did not modify the initial 609 

net benefits provided by the Planning Committee. 610 

Step 3:  Before allocating a transmission project's cost, the CAC adjusts the calculated initial net 611 

benefits for each Beneficiary as follows:  612 

a. The net benefits attributed in any scenario are capped at no less than 50% and no more 613 

than 150% of the average of the unadjusted, net benefits (whether positive or negative). 614 

Application of this criteria found that all Allocation Scenarios were between the upper and 615 

lower criterion values 616 

b. If the average of the net benefits, as adjusted by (a) above, across the Allocation Scenarios 617 

is negative, the average net benefit to that Beneficiary is set to zero.  Application of 618 

criterion b found that the Idaho Power Company, NorthWestern Energy and PacifiCorp 619 

Beneficiaries had negative average of the loss net benefit and were set to zero.  The 620 

average of the net benefits for Portland General Electric was positive and was not set to 621 

zero.  The capital cost average net benefit for all Beneficiaries were positive and were not 622 

set to zero. 623 

Step 4:  The adjusted net benefits, as determined by applying the limits in the two conditions 624 

above, were used for allocating project costs proportionally to Beneficiaries.  However, 625 

Beneficiaries other than an Applicant will only be allocated costs such that the ratio of adjusted 626 

net benefits to allocated costs is no less than 1.10 (or, if there is no Applicant (as is the case 627 

with the Alternative Project), no less than 1.10).  If a Beneficiary has an allocated cost of less 628 

than $100,000, the cost allocated to that Beneficiary is set to zero.  629 

Attachment K provided the following two examples that further explained how to calculate this 630 

step. 631 

 632 

 633 

Example 1:  Project Cost = $800M; B’s adjusted net benefits = 

$483M; C’s (Project Sponsor) adjust net benefits = 

$520M.  B is allocated $385M (i.e., the lesser of 

$800M*($483/($483+$520)) = $385M OR $483M/1.1 

= $439.1M) and C is allocated $415M (i.e., $800 – 

$385 = $415). 

Example 2: Same as Example 1, except Project Cost = $950M.  B is 

allocated $439M (i.e., the lesser of 

$950M*($483/($483+$520)) = $457.5M OR $483/1.10 

= $439.1) and C is allocated $511M (i.e., $950 – $439 

= $511). 
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The Alternative Project costs were allocated to Beneficiaries following the Attachment K 634 

methodology and the examples shown above.  The following tables displays the final 635 

calculation for the cost allocation process. 636 

 637 

 638 

 

Loss 

Beneficiaries 
Capital Cost Beneficiaries     

Beneficiary PGE TSP 

Q6 

Incremental 

PAC BAA LSEs 

Load 

Q6 WY Wind 

(New) 

Q6 

Incremental 

WY Gen 

(Existing) Sum 

Allocated 

Costs $376,293  $876,019,460  $346,764,809  $535,094,780  $1,758,255,342  

 639 

 640 

 641 

 642 

 643 

 644 

 645 

 Total    

Alternative Project 

Capital Cost  
$2,744,026,994  

   

Beneficiary Allocation 

of Alternative Project 

Capital Cost 

$1,758,255,342  

   

Remaining Costs $985,771,652  

Had the Alternative Project been a Sponsored Project or 

submitted by a stakeholder (each an “Applicant”), the 

Applicant could voluntary accept remaining project costs of 

$985,771,652.  If the Applicant did not accept remaining costs 

the project would no longer be eligible for cost allocation.  
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In this case, since the Alternative Project is an unsponsored 

project identified by the Planning Committee there is not an 

Applicant to accept the remaining costs of the project.  As a 

result, since all project costs cannot be allocated to 

Beneficiaries, the Alternative Project is not eligible for cost 

allocation.  

 646 

 647 

The CAC satisfied the requirements in Attachment K in its completion of cost allocation analysis for the 648 

Alternative Project but as noted in the table above, since not all the costs were able to be allocated among 649 

Beneficiaries and there is no Applicant to accept the remaining project costs, the Alternative Project does 650 

not receive cost allocation.  651 

Should cost allocation to the Alternative Project have occurred, it is important to note that when 652 

Beneficiaries of a project selected for cost allocation are identified and the costs of such project are 653 

allocated to the Beneficiaries, the results are predicated on  several assumptions including: 654 

1. The identification of Beneficiaries of a project, the dollar amount of benefits allocated to each 655 

Beneficiary, and the timing of those benefits are based upon the assumptions built into the models 656 

used to produce the allocations.  Actuals may vary from assumptions; possibly substantially.  657 

2. Each Beneficiary that is allocated a portion of a project’s costs is assumed to receive a 658 

corresponding quantity of ownership rights or Ownership-Like Rights in the project in order realize 659 

the benefits that are assumed to be derived by the project. 660 

3. The allocation of benefits to a Beneficiary is not intended to prejudice in any way the 661 

characterization of the costs or the further allocation of the costs by the Beneficiary as may be 662 

proscribed or allowed by Federal law, FERC order, or applicable law. 663 

 664 

VI. NTTG 2014-2015 Draft Regional Transmission Plan Appendices  665 

The appendices and supporting materials referenced in this report have been posted on the NTTG 666 

website and can be found using the following link:    667 

http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=list&slug=appendices-2014-2015-668 

draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31.  669 

 670 

 A list and link to each of the appendices is also provided below: 671 

 672 

Appendix A - NTTG 2014-215 Draft Regional Transmission Plan 02-11-2015 673 

Appendix B - Revised NTTG Biennial Study Plan Approved 3-9-2015 674 

http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=list&slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=list&slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2468-appendix-a-nttg-2014-2015-draft-regional-transmission-plan-02-11-2015&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2467-appendix-b-revised-nttg-biennial-study-plan-approved-03-09-2015&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
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Appendix C - Quarter 5 Additional Study Report - Evaluating Transmission Segments Similar to 675 

Energy Gateway 676 

Appendix D - NTTG Study Plan for the 2014-2015 Public Policy Consideration Scenario - Final 02-677 

11-15 678 

Appendix E - NTTG Report for the 2014-2015 Public Policy Consideration Scenario – Final 05-03-15 679 

Appendix F - New Resource Studies – UAMPS 540 MW Nuclear Generation at Antelope 230 kV Bus 680 

Appendix G - New Resource Studies – 451 MW PURPA Generation within Idaho Power’s Balancing 681 

Area 682 

Appendix H - Cost Allocation Scenarios Discussion Paper_ 12-16-14 683 

Appendix I – NTTG Revised Cost Allocation Study Plan Approved 06-03-15 684 

Appendix J - Cost Allocation Calculation Workbook Final 06-29-2015 685 

 686 

 687 

   688 

http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2466-appendix-c-quarter-5-additional-study-report-evaluating-transmission-segments-similar-to-energy-gateway&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2466-appendix-c-quarter-5-additional-study-report-evaluating-transmission-segments-similar-to-energy-gateway&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2465-appendix-d-nttg-study-plan-for-the-2014-2015-public-policy-consideration-scenario-final-02-11-2015&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2465-appendix-d-nttg-study-plan-for-the-2014-2015-public-policy-consideration-scenario-final-02-11-2015&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2464-appendix-e-nttg-report-for-the-2014-2015-public-policy-consideration-scenario-final-05-13-2015&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2463-appendix-f-new-resource-studies-uamps-540-mw-nuclear-generation-at-antelope-230-kv-bus&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2462-appendix-g-new-resource-studies-451-mw-purpa-generation-within-idaho-power-s-balancing-area&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2462-appendix-g-new-resource-studies-451-mw-purpa-generation-within-idaho-power-s-balancing-area&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
file:///C:/Users/Amy%20Wachsnicht/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/19WQBQC7/Appendix%20H%20-%20Cost%20Allocation%20Scenarios%20Discussion%20Paper_%2012-16-14
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2460-appendix-i-nttg-revised-cost-allocation-study-plan-approved-06-03-2015&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31
http://www.nttg.biz/site/index.php?option=com_docman&view=download&alias=2459-appendix-j-cost-allocation-calculation-workbook&category_slug=appendices-2014-2015-draft-final-regional-transmission-plan&Itemid=31

